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I. Introduction

The Arab Middle Eastern countries represent some of the leading business market participants in the world. Moreover, many Arab countries own the lion’s share of the planet’s crude oil resources, and by 2012, nine of the world’s ten largest oil refineries will exist in the Middle East. In addition, the Middle East presents “many dynamic trade and investment opportunities,” particularly because of its favorable geographical position, availability of natural resources, and competitively-priced labor. Also, its growing population — an increasingly young population integrated with Western pop culture through technology — has increased demand for American and Western products in general. Furthermore, there has been a strong inclination by American and European investors towards investing in the Arab Middle East.

There is no doubt that arbitration has become increasingly accepted as a form of alternative dispute resolution in the Middle East. Arbitration clauses are becoming very common in different types of contracts — especially in commercial contracts. It is the preferred method for its speediness, professionalism of specialized decision-makers, confidentiality, and freedom of choice regarding both substantive and procedural applicable laws as well as place of arbitration, among other factors. However, efficiency in the arbitral process demands a clear understanding of the different legal, social, religious, cultural and other factors that may affect the enforceability of arbitral awards. These factors differ from one legal system to another, especially within the Arab Middle Eastern countries. For instance, national courts of some Islamic nations have declined to enforce certain foreign arbitral awards on domestic public policy grounds including precepts of Islamic law. Accordingly, to guarantee the enforceability of arbitration awards, foreign investors and practitioners must be aware of the different issues that may affect the enforceability of the arbitration award before resorting to arbitration.

Part II of this article discusses religion as one of the factors that may affect arbitration laws and needs to be considered before arbitrating in a country whose legal system is influenced by religious rules, discussing Saudi Arabia as an example of an Arab Middle Eastern country based on Islamic Law (Shari’a) system. Part III then discusses legislative constraints that should be considered before arbitrating to guarantee the enforceability of the arbitral award, analyzing Egypt as an example of an Arab Middle Eastern country with exacting arbitration rules concerning technology licensing agreements.

II. The Shari’a and Its Influence On Arbitration Laws In The Arab Middle East, The Example Of Saudi Arabia.

A. The Shari’a in Brief

Islam, formally Al-Islam, is the religion of Muslims whose rules and principles are provided by the Muslims’ holy book, the Qur’an, which was dictated word for word by Allah.
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behavior. The Shari’a refers to the body of rules derived from the main sources of Islamic law. These sources are divided into two categories: primary and secondary sources. While primary sources include both the rules incorporated in the Qur’an and the Sunna, secondary or supplementary sources include most importantly the Ijma’ and the Qiyas. The Shari’a must be distinct from Fiqh, the technical process of applying the rules of the Shari’a, driven from its different sources, on real or hypothetical situations.

The Qur’an is the main source of the Shari’a. More than a spiritual text, it is a legal code and a reference for everyday behavior. The Qur’an is divided into Suras (chapters), each divided into verses. Since the Qur’an is the highest source of the Shari’a, its revealed rules are not arguable and cannot be modified by rules derived from any of the other sources of the Shari’a.

The Sunna refers to the practices of Prophet Muhammad (PB), including actions, oral statements, or consensus in action by others. Through the Sunna, Prophet Muhammad (PB) interpreted, explained and completed principles first revealed in the Qur’an. Hence, the Sunna, if it is to be trusted and considered, cannot contradict the Qur’an. Generally speaking, a trusted Sunna is usually narrated and recorded in one of the most famous books called the Sahih.

Where the Qur’an and the Sunna do not guide on certain issues, the supplementary sources of the Shari’a apply. These sources include Ijma’ and Qiyas. Ijma’ means the convergence of opinion on a particular issue that is not provided by the Qur’an or the Sunna or that requires further interpretation. The question is the convergence of whose opinion constitutes Ijma’.

After Prophet Muhammad (PB) passed away, his knowledgeable supporters’ unanimous opinions constituted Ijma’. Later, Ijma’ was established through the unanimous opinions of the Muslim jurists of each era. In the end, any conclusion reached through Ijma’ must be in conformity with the Qur’an and the Sunna.

Finally, Qiyas is a method of analogical reasoning that aims to govern a new situation with an old rule, as long as the new situation is similar to that governed by the old rule. Qiyas derives its reliability as a source of the Shari’a from the Qur’an and the Sunna. For example, through Qiyas, jurists forbid the use of drugs as they have the same effect on the body as liquor, which the Qur’an prohibits.
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B. The Extent of Muslim Countries Adoption of the Shari’a as a Source of National Law

Not all Muslim countries have the same reaction towards the Shari’a as a source of national law. Muslim countries can be divided into three categories according to their reaction to the Shari’a. The first category includes countries such as Lebanon and Turkey, which do not consider the Shari’a as the main source of their national laws and therefore its effect on their laws and regulations is not clear. For instance, the Turkish Constitution provides that:

The Republic of Turkey is a democratic, secular and social state governed by the rule of law; bearing in mind the concepts of public peace, national solidarity and justice; respecting human rights; loyal to the nationalism of Ataturk, and based on the fundamental tents set forth in the Preamble.

The second category includes countries such as Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan and Yemen, which consider the Shari’a as the main source of their national laws, but do not apply it to different aspects of their legal system. For example, Chapter 1 of the Tunisian Constitution provides that “Tunisia is a free, independent, sovereign nation, its religion is Islam, Arabic language, and its Republic.” Chapter 38 provides that “[t]he President is the head of state and religion of Islam.” In the same context, Article 2 of the Egyptian Constitution declares Islam as the religion of the State and the main source of the law.

The same applies to Malaysia where Article 3-1 of the Federal Constitution provides that “Islam is the religion of the Federation but other religions may be practiced in peace and harmony in any part of the Federation.” Similarly, Article 1 of the Yemeni Constitution provides that “[t]he Yemen Republic is an Arab Muslim and independent country”; Article 2 provides that “Islam is the religion of the country and Arabic is its official language”; Article 3 provides that “[t]he Shari’a is the main source of legislation”; and Article 23 provides that “[t]he right of inheritance is guaranteed in accordance with Shari’ah.”

The effect of the Shari’a on the legal systems of states in this category differs from one country to the other. For example, the Egyptian Supreme Constitutional Court held that:

The principles of the Islamic Shari’a are the major source of legislation. This imposes a limitation curtailing both the legislative and executive power, through which they are obliged that whatever laws or decrees they enact, no provision contained in them may contradict the provisions of Islamic law which are definite in terms of their immutability and their meaning…whatever legislative enactment contravenes them must be declared null and void.

However, in Malaysia, the application of Islamic law is restricted to Muslims with regard to specific issues mentioned in the States List of the Federal Constitution of the country.

Finally, the third category is comprised by Muslim countries such as Iran, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia, which recognize the Shari’a as the main source of their national laws, to the extent that they consider the Qur’an the constitution of their countries. Article 1 of the Bahraini Constitution provides that “[t]he Kingdom of Bahrain is Arab, Islamic, independent, and fully sovereign.” Similarly, Article 1 of the Basic Law of 1992 of Saudi Arabia provides that “Saudi Arabia is an Arab Islamic country with full sovereignty whose religion is Islam and its Constitution, the Book of Allah and the Sunna of His Prophet, peace be upon him, and its language is Arabic, and its capital city is Riyadh.” Also, Article 1 of the Qatari Constitution provides that “Islam is the State’s religion and the Islamic Shari’a is the main source of its legislations.”

The same rule is provided by the Constitution of the United Arab Emirates, “Islam is the formal religion of the country; the Shari’a is the main source of its legislations and Arabic is its formal language of the Union.” Pakistan established the Islamic Council to confirm that the bills
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are in conformity with the Shari’a before issuance and it also established the Federal Shari’a Court to examine the conformity of the application of the national laws with the Shari’a.\[54\]

C. Arbitration in Shari’a

Arbitration, or takhkim, is well known by Shari’a through its different sources. The Qur’an refers generally to arbitration in six general areas. For instance, the Qur’an provides: “... and when you judge between a man and man that you judge with justice...”\[55\] The Qur’an even approved arbitration in a matrimonial context “If you fear a breach between them (husband and wife), then appoint two arbiters, one from his family and the other from her family....”\[56\]

The Sunnah also confirmed arbitration and Prophet Muhammad is reported to have appointed an arbitrator and adhered to his decision.\[57\] Also, he is reported to have counseled a tribe to have a dispute arbitrated.\[58\] Even his Companions unanimously acknowledged the validity of arbitration.\[59\]

However, a discussion took place between Islamic scholars regarding the exact meaning of arbitration in Islam and its scope.\[60\] The question is whether, under Islam, arbitration is a mere attempt to conciliate and therefore constitutes amiable composition. Sulh, or Islam recognizes a similar understanding of arbitration to that of the Western concept.\[61\] That is particularly relevant knowing that amiable composition or Sulh is not binding.\[62\] Abdel Hamid El-Ahdab concludes that:

The answers given by Moslem Law to the problems raised by arbitration have been given before the commercial and economic evolution had reached today’s stage. However, they are not unalterable and do not constitute an exception to the universal rule that ‘the laws must change over the times’. Indeed, Shari’a is not static and rigid and it is only bound by Qur’an, Sunnah, Ijma and Qiyyas (analogy).\[63\]

i. Saudi Arabia as an example of the influence of Shari’a on arbitration in the Arab Middle East

Moving from the theological rules of Islamic law to the practice of arbitration and local arbitration laws of the Arab Middle East, an important development is the enactment of modern national legislation related to international arbitration.\[64\] For instance, Bahrain, Jordan, Oman, Tunisia and Turkey arbitration laws are drafted in accordance with the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law Model Law of 1985 “Model Law”.\[65\] Some other states drafted their arbitration laws on the basis of some European laws; for example, Lebanon and Qatar arbitration rules are based on the French Law.\[66\] However, Shari’a still has its clear effect on arbitration laws in the Arab Middle East.\[67\]

Saudi Arabian law is an excellent model of the application of classical Islamic law.\[68\] Some argue that Saudi Arabia is one of the emerging markets with a promising future in global investment and trade as it has the largest economy in the Gulf region, possessing over twenty five percent of the world’s conventional petroleum reserves.\[69\] Additionally, Saudi Arabia utilizes a dual legal system, characterized by both a presence of religious principles that conform to Shari’a and a legal system that resolves disputes and legal issues.\[70\]

Since Saudi Arabia v. Arab Am Oil Co. (ARAMCO), Saudiis have become more open to international arbitration.\[71\] As a result, Saudi Arabia adopted the Arbitration Law of 1983 (Arbitration Act).\[72\] However, Arbitration Act is not insulated from Shari’a rules, which underscores the importance of having a basic understanding of Islam and application of Shari’a before arbitrating in the Middle East.\[73\]

Examples of the effect of Shari’a on Saudi Arbitration Act include the fact that arbitration is forbidden in areas where conciliation is not allowed; such as criminal offenses, public
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order and other areas reserved for the state. Moreover, Article 3 of the Saudi Arabian Implementation Rules states that:

The arbitrator must be a Saudi national or a Muslim foreigner chosen amongst the members of the liberal professions or other persons. He may also be chosen amongst state officials after agreement of the authority on which he depends. Should there be several arbitrators; the Chairman must know the Shari'a, commercial law and the customs in force in the Kingdom.

In addition, when the Arbitration Act is silent on certain issues, such as the question of whether foreign lawyers are allowed to appear in arbitration, the matter is referred to Shari'a rules as the general source of Saudi laws and regulations. Furthermore, it is argued that Saudi’s accession to the United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (“the New York Convention”) as well as the International Convention for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (“ICSID”) shall not affect the fact that Saudi courts will continue to review arbitral decisions to ensure that they are in consistent with Saudi’s public order influenced by Shari’a.

Finally, an agreement that provides for the application of a foreign law may be accused of breaching the Saudi public order of Shari’a. In an arbitration held in London between a Saudi party and a non-Saudi party where the Saudi Arabian Law was chosen by the parties in a contract that was performed in Saudi Arabia, the three European arbitrators refused to implement the Saudi law. In commercial transactions, Shari’a prohibits riba (the making of profit via interest) which means that agreements dealing with such a kind of issues would be void under the Saudi law. The concept of ghara (gambling), which means that any contract containing risky or hazardous dealings, where details concerning the transaction are unknown or uncertain particularly those concerning the subject matter of the transaction, are void under Shari’a, e.g., insurance contracts would be subject to this rule, it depends on the clauses of the contract.

D. Legislative Constraints on Arbitration in Technology Licensing Agreements in the Arab Middle East, the Example of Egypt

i. Brief on the importance of arbitration in technology licensing agreements

Licensing agreements are the only available method for adapting technology originated by others. Licenses to use technology usually result in serious responsibilities for licensees. Specifically, licensees are typically responsible for any manufacturing defects or inadequate quality control. Moreover, sometimes there is a general obligation on the licensee to use all reasonable efforts if the license is exclusive to achieve the objectives of the license agreement. As a result, complex disputes arise in connection with technology licensing agreements.

Arbitration is an attractive method for solving disputes — especially those arising out of technology licensing agreements. First, it guarantees confidentiality to the parties, which fits the special nature of commercial reputation and trade secrets. Second, it avoids the expense and complexity of multi-jurisdictional litigation. Third, it provides the expediency required by licensing. Fourth, it allows more flexibility to the parties in choosing the applicable law, place and language of the proceedings as well as the procedural rules and the appropriate decision-makers to resolve their disputes.

Examining arbitration and particularly arbitration in technology licensing agreements in is of extreme importance for political considerations because:

Middle Eastern countries are generally characterized by weak judiciaries which are not independent from the executive branches of government. The Judges in the region are often government employees working under the executive through the minister of justice. This gives the executive branch the power to interfere in the
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judicial process. Egypt and Lebanon, for example, have highly developed judiciaries but are often under pressure from the executive branches of their governments. Further, the judiciary in Middle East countries is often characterized by a lack of binding precedent, lack of procedural transparency, sparsely developed doctrines, unavailability of remedies such as injunctive relief and lack of publicly available administrative or judicial decisions.\textsuperscript{90}

Hence, arbitration in the Arab Middle East as a means to resolve disputes arising from important and complicated agreements like the technology transfer agreements and franchise agreements is often the best recourse.\textsuperscript{91} In such a case, investors should be aware of any constraints that may influence an arbitral award.

\textbf{ii The Example of Egypt}

Egypt is a prime example of how legislative constraints influence arbitration. It was the first Arab Middle East country to voluntarily adopt Western style Codes in the late nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{92} Egyptian law is influenced by European legal models — especially the French “Code Civil” and “Code de Commerce”.\textsuperscript{93} Also, arbitration in this country is governed by the Egyptian Arbitration Law No. 27 of 1994 (Law No. 27), which is inspired by the UNCITRAL Model Law.\textsuperscript{94}

For the purpose of this article, Law No. 27 is characterized by three main areas. First, it distinguishes national from international arbitration,\textsuperscript{95} which is interesting for many reasons including:

(a) In case of national arbitration, the controlling authority over this arbitration can review the case of national arbitration, the controlling authority over this arbitration can review the subject matter of the dispute in several countries, which is not true in matters of international arbitration... (d) Public order is the limit of party autonomy and is different in national and international arbitrations. In national arbitration, one applies national public order whereas in international arbitration, one applies international public order...\textsuperscript{96}

Second, it grants the parties absolute freedom to choose the applicable procedural and substantive law.\textsuperscript{97} Third, Law No. 27 is of a dual nature and is applicable to both domestic and international arbitration, affording parties the flexibility to agree on an arbitral site, which could be in or outside Egypt.\textsuperscript{98}

The law organizing technological licensing agreements in the Egyptian law is Chapter One of the Commercial Law No. 17 of 1999 (Chapter One).\textsuperscript{99} The rules of this chapter define the technology transfer agreement as the agreement whose subject matter is the transfer of technology to be used inside Egypt.\textsuperscript{100} Hence, the rules of Chapter One are very protective of licensees.\textsuperscript{101} Some believe that the reason behind protecting licensees in technology licensing agreements in Egypt is that licensees in developing countries are usually in a weak position compared to licensors.\textsuperscript{102} The outcome of such a conservative attitude is a set of protective arbitration rules concerning arbitration in technology licensing agreements that are different from the general flexible rules governing arbitration of the Law No. 27.

On one hand, unlike Article 25 of Law No. 27, which gave the arbitration parties absolute freedom to choose procedural and substantive law applicable on arbitration, Article 87 of Chapter One provides that if the parties to a technology transfer agreement agree to arbitrate, such arbitration shall take place according to Egyptian substantive and procedural law and any agreement between the parties to submit their disputes to any law other than the Egyptian law shall be null and void.\textsuperscript{103} On the other hand, unlike Article 28 of Law No. 27, which gives the parties to an arbitration absolute freedom to choose the place of arbitration, Article 87 of Chapter One provides that if the parties to a technology transfer agreement agree to arbitrate, arbitration shall take place within Egypt.\textsuperscript{104} Finally, unlike Article 1 of the Law No. 27, which distinguishes between national and international arbitration, Article 72 of Chapter One provides no distinction between national or international arbitration, as long as it refers to a technology licensing agreement.\textsuperscript{105}
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As long as the licensed technology is to be transferred within Egypt, foreign investors arbitrating disputes arising from a technology transfer agreement will be obligated to conclude the arbitration in Egypt and to abide by Egyptian substantive and procedural law. Some Egyptian scholars criticize such protective technology transfer arbitration rules. Specifically, because Egypt does not have an independent body of law regulating franchising, franchising may be subject to the same rules controlling technology transfer agreements.

III. Conclusion

This piece highlights the issues that foreign investors in the Arab Middle East must consider before choosing to resolve their disputes through arbitration to avoid arbitral awards that cannot be enforced. While it does not assess arbitration laws or introduce an exhaustive list of the factors that affect arbitration in the Arab Middle East, it underscores the importance of considering different issues that may affect arbitration in this region.

Although most Arab Middle Eastern arbitration laws are enacted in Western legislation, Shari'a still influences domestic law, and therefore arbitration, in many countries in the Arab Middle East. Saudi Arabia is a clear example of the effect of Shari'a on arbitration laws. Hence, before arbitrating in a country such as Saudi Arabia, foreign investors must be aware of Shari'a rules related to arbitration, for example, the requirement of the Saudi law that arbitrator be a Saudi national or a Muslim foreigner.

Imposed by certain legal systems to protect their own national interest, legislative constraints are another factor that should be taken into account before choosing to arbitrate in the Arab Middle East. The clear example is the Egyptian law regulating arbitration of disputes arising from technology transfer agreements. This law requires that the parties abide by Egyptian substantive and procedural law, and for the arbitration to take place in Egypt. A clear understanding of these issues can be useful to investors and practitioners before deciding to arbitrate in the Arab Middle East.
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